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A key focus of current research in neuroeconomics concerns how the human brain computes value. Although, value has generally been
viewed as an absolute measure (e.g., expected value, reward magnitude), much evidence suggests that value is more often computed with
respect to a changing reference point, rather than in isolation. Here, we present the results of a study aimed to dissociate brain regions
involved in reference-independent (i.e., “absolute”) value computations, from those involved in value computations relative to a refer-
ence point. During functional magnetic resonance imaging, subjects acted as buyers and sellers during a market exchange of lottery
tickets. At a behavioral level, we demonstrate that subjects systematically accorded a higher value to objects they owned relative to those
they did not, an effect that results from a shift in reference point (i.e., status quo bias or endowment effect). Our results show that activity
in orbitofrontal cortex and dorsal striatum track parameters such as the expected value of lottery tickets indicating the computation of
reference-independent value. In contrast, activity in ventral striatum indexed the degree to which stated prices, at a within-subjects and
between-subjects level, were distorted with respect to a reference point. The findings speak to the neurobiological underpinnings of
reference dependency during real market value computations.

Introduction
Robert Parker, one of the world’s leading wine critics, very often
compares bottles of the same grape’s variety produced in the
same region within the same tasting session (Parker, 2002). The
reason why Mr. Parker does not assign his score in isolation is
because humans find it hard to compute values in the absence of
a set reference point. Prospect theory elegantly captures this as-
pect of human behavior, introducing the notion of reference de-
pendency to explain apparent inconsistencies across choices
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). According to this view, people
attribute value as a change from a set reference point, the percep-
tion of which is highly malleable. A paradigmatic example of
reference dependent computation of value, that has a dramatic
impact on financial transactions within real markets, is the en-
dowment effect. This phenomenon refers to an observation
whereby subjects value a good they own substantially more than
an identical good that is available for purchase.

In a seminal experiment, subjects designated as sellers ac-
cepted a minimum of $7.00 (willingness to accept as compensa-
tion or WTA) to part with a mug they had been given, whereas
those designated as buyers were only willing to pay a maximum of
$2.00 (willingness to pay or WTP) (Kahneman et al., 1990). This

WTA–WTP discrepancy is not explicable under the assumption
that people have a stable and absolute representation of value.
Furthermore, this behavior strikingly contradicts a prediction of
classical economic theory that stipulates that the price assigned to
an object, during a costless market transaction, should reflect
solely the value of the item (Willig, 1976) and be independent of
a subject’s role (i.e., as buyer or seller) in the transaction. In
contrast, this apparently inconsistent behavior can be resolved by
considering that the value of a good (or an option) is computed
with respect to a reference point corresponding to ownership of
the item, which can be considered the status quo (Kahneman et
al., 1991). For this reason buyers evaluate the purchase of an
object as a potential gain whereas sellers view the transaction as a
potential loss, demanding a higher price as of loss aversion (Kah-
neman and Tversky, 1979; Kahneman and Tversky, 2000).

In this experiment we probed the types of neural computa-
tions involved in the generation of reference-dependent values
during actual market transactions. To achieve this, we combined
a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) parametric de-
sign with a novel economic exchange task in which subjects ap-
praise the value of “goods” from the perspective of either a buyer
or a seller (Fig. 1). Given that subjects were asked to evaluate
tickets that spanned different amounts, ranging from £2 to £36,
we were able to identify brain regions performing reference-
independent computations of value, as investigated by previous
studies (Plassmann et al., 2007). Critically, however, our para-
digm was optimized to identify the neural circuitry supporting
reference-dependent value computations, thus allowing us to ask
which brain regions track the price discrepancy observed be-
tween buying and selling (i.e., WTP � WTA; endowment effect).

Our results reveal a striking dissociation between brain re-
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gions supporting reference-independent,
and reference-dependent computations.
As such, neural activity in both OFC and
dorsal striatum tracked subjects’ actual
stated prices, during buying and selling. In
contrast, activity in ventral striatum in-
dexed the degree to which subjects’ stated
prices were distorted with respect to a ref-
erence point, which was shifted depending
on the type of transaction (i.e., buying vs
selling).

Materials and Methods
Subjects
Twenty-five subjects participated in the study.
All subjects had a university degree, or were in
the process of obtaining one. A highly signifi-
cant behavioral endowment effect (i.e., WTA �
WTP) ( p � 0.0001 t(17) � 5.02 two-tailed
paired t test) was observed across the entire
group (n � 25) who participated in the scan-
ning phase of the experiment, confirming the
robustness of our experimental protocol in elic-
iting a reliable endowment effect. A group of 18
subjects [10 males (mean age 22.2 years � 3.1)
and 8 females (mean age 24.6 years � 3.5)] were
included in the final imaging analysis, which
was designed specifically to reveal brain regions
mediating the endowment effect. One subject
was excluded as of excessive head movement in
the scanner. Six subjects, who pursued a deviant
strategy with no theoretical basis in the litera-
ture (WTA � WTP: significant reverse endow-
ment effect, p � 0.01), were excluded after two
sessions. Evidence obtained from debriefing
these individuals indicated that their pattern of
behavior resulted from a misconstrual of the
experimental goals as maximization of the
number of successful market transactions ef-
fected by the BDM mechanism, rather than
pursuing an overall financial gain. The study
was conducted with the approval of the Na-
tional Hospital for Neurology and Neurosur-
gery and the Institute of Neurology Joint Re-
search Ethics Committee.

Experimental paradigm
The subjects were instructed carefully on all as-
pects of the experiment to ensure that they
clearly understood the nature of the task. To enhance clarity, we used a
detailed computer tutorial. Finally, subjects were required to correctly
complete a questionnaire before proceeding to the scanning phase to
ensure that instructions were completely understood by the subject. The
paradigm was divided into three phases: endowment, scanning, and
transaction phases, respectively.

Endowment phase
Before scanning, each subject was asked to choose either of two distinct
decks (red or green) each containing 18 lottery tickets. Subjects were
endowed (i.e., given) with the selected deck (e.g., red) and instructed that
they would have the opportunity during scanning to buy tickets belong-
ing to the other deck. Subjects were also endowed with an amount of cash
(£36) with which to buy tickets.

Each deck was composed of 18 tickets, each having a different value,
highlighted on the front, ranging between £2 and £36 in increments of £2.
On the back of each ticket was written, hidden by a black scratchable
covering, the actual amount that the ticket was worth (in pence and
pounds). Subjects were told that this amount was determined randomly

by a computer program, and therefore equally likely to be any figure
between £0 and the amount written on the front of the ticket. As such, the
expected value of the ticket was one half of the amount written on the
front of the ticket.

Scanning phase
The scanning phase was divided in four sessions of 12 min each. During
each trial, a screen displayed one of three tickets: (1) a ticket from the
deck subjects had selected (e.g., red ticket: selling transaction), (2) a ticket
from deck they did not select (e.g., green ticket: buying transaction), or
(3) a ticket from a third deck (yellow: evaluate condition) (Fig. 1).

Five different experimental conditions were used, and presented in
pseudorandom order.

Subject’s selling transaction (You_SELL). The screen displayed one of
the subject’s own tickets (i.e., taken from the deck they had selected
before scanning). By moving a cursor on a bar subjects were asked to state
the minimum selling price (WTA) that they would be happy to accept
during the transaction phase, prices ranging between zero and the value
indicated on the front of the ticket.

Figure 1. The within-subjects endowment effect task. The diagram represents schematically all the different conditions used
in the scanning phase. Note that all the conditions were pseudorandomly intermixed. You_Sell condition (1st display): assign a
minimum selling price for your £10 ticket (minimum payoff £0/maximum payoff £10; ticket EV £5). You_Buy condition (2nd
display): assign a maximum buying price for £28 (minimum payoff £0/maximum payoff £28; ticket EV £14) ticket from the other
deck. You_Evaluate condition (3rd display): state the price that this £10 ticket (minimum payoff £0/maximum payoff £10; ticket
EV £5) is worth; this ticket will be not included in any transaction. Computer_Sells condition (4th display): the computer assigns
on your behalf a minimum selling price for your £18 ticket (minimum payoff £0/maximum payoff £18; ticket EV £9).
Computer_Buys condition (5th display): the computer assigns on your behalf a maximum buying price for £28 (minimum payoff
£0/maximum payoff £28; ticket EV £14) ticket from the other deck. Subjects stated their prices by moving a cursor on a bar below
the ticket. In the computer conditions a yellow box on the bar showed the computer prices and subjects were required to move the
cursor inside the box. Note that the bar in the original experiment had a finer grained scale (5 ticks).
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Subject’s buying transaction. The screen displayed a ticket from the
deck that the subject did not select before scanning (e.g., green). By
moving a cursor on a bar subjects were required to state the maximum
buying price (WTP) that they would accept to pay during the transaction
phase. Possible prices ranged between zero and the value indicated on the
front of the ticket.

Subject’s evaluate condition. The screen displayed a ticket from a third
deck (i.e., yellow) By moving a cursor on a bar subjects were asked to state
the amount they felt the ticket was worth (i.e., evaluation price). The
yellow deck was not used in the transaction phase. Possible prices ranged
between zero and the value indicated on the front of the ticket.

Computer’s selling transaction. The screen displayed one of the sub-
ject’s own tickets (i.e., taken from the deck they had selected before
scanning). The computer produced a minimum selling price for that
ticket by showing a box on the price bar. The price was randomly gener-
ated such that it was �0.5 � EV and �1.5 � EV (EV � expected value of
the ticket) and represented by a box positioned on the price bar. The
subject was required to accept this price and was required to move the
cursor in the box with the computer price.

Computer’s buying transaction. The screen displayed a ticket from the
deck that the subject did not select before scanning (e.g., green). The
computer produced a maximum buying price for that ticket by showing
a box on the price bar. The subject was required to move the cursor to
within the position of the box. The price selected by the computer was
determined as described above. The subject was required to accept this
price and was required to move the cursor in the box with the computer
price.

Transaction phase
At the end of the scanning phase one of the four sessions was randomly
selected and one ticket for selling, and one for buying, was extracted from
this session. These two tickets were used to perform a real money trans-
action using the Becker–DeGroot–Marschak (BDM) mechanism
(Becker et al., 1964). The BDM mechanism is widely used in experimen-
tal economics as an incentive-compatible procedure for eliciting non-
strategic reservation prices.

Selling transaction. One of the selling tickets was randomly extracted
for the transaction (e.g., the ticket with £20 written on the front). A single
ball was extracted from a bingo cage which contained a quantity of balls
numbered from 1 to n (in increments of 1; where n � value written on the
ticket). The value on the ball extracted from the cage yielded the BDM
buying price in pounds (e.g., £12). The amount in pence was determined
by a roll of dice (e.g., £12.30). If the subject’s (or the computer’s) mini-
mum selling price (WTA: e.g., £8) for that ticket was lower than the BDM
price (e.g., £ 12.30) the subject received the BDM buying price (e.g.,
£12.30) and sold the ticket. Alternatively, if the subject’s price (e.g.,
£14.60) was higher than the BDM price the transaction did not go
through and the subject kept his/her ticket. In this case she/he was al-
lowed to scratch the back of her/his ticket and receive in cash the amount
written on the back of the ticket.

Buying ticket transaction. One of the buying tickets was randomly ex-
tracted for the transaction (e.g., the ticket with £8 written on the front). A
ball was extracted from a bingo cage which contained a quantity of balls
numbered from 1 to n (in increments of 1; where n � value written on the
ticket). The value on the ball extracted from the cage yielded the BDM
buying price in pounds (e.g., £5). The amount in pence was determined
by a roll of dice (e.g., £5.40). If the subject’s (or the computer’s) maxi-
mum buying price (WTP: e.g., £3) for that ticket was lower than the BDM
selling price (e.g., £5.40) the transaction did not go through and the
subject kept his/her money without receiving the ticket. Otherwise if the
subject’s price (£6) was higher than the BDM price (e.g., £5.40) she/he
received the ticket paying the BDM price (e.g., £5.40) with the subject’s
amount cash received at beginning. In this second case, the subject was
allowed to scratch the back of her/his ticket receiving in cash the winning
amount of that ticket.

Subjects were given their total winnings at the end of the experiment.
This was derived from (1) cash remaining from the initial endowment
they received at the start of the experiment (£36), (2) cash gained from a
selling transaction going through (at a price determined by the BDM),

and (3) cash gained from receiving the amount written on the back of a
ticket (that they had either acquired through a buying transaction, or not
sold).

Behavioral data analysis
Behavioral data were analyzed using the statistic software SPSS. We cal-
culated, for each subject, the WTA (selling price) and WTP (buying
price) for each individual ticket averaging the subject’s prices across the
four scanning sessions. These results were collapsed across all subjects for
a group level analysis. The behavioral endowment effect (WTA–WTP
price discrepancies) were calculated using a two-tailed paired t test. The
evaluate condition (e.g., ticket that were not traded) was used to estimate
the subjective EV (sub-EV) for each ticket and each subject. Again the
difference between WTA/sub-EV and WTP/sub-EV was calculated, ei-
ther at subject level and at group level, using a two-tailed paired t test.

Image acquisition and analysis
Gradient-echo T2*-weighted images (EPI) were acquired on a 1.5 tesla
magnetic resonance scanner using a 30° tilted acquisition sequence de-
signed to reduce signal dropout in orbitofrontal lobes. Image parameters
were as follows: TE 50 ms; TR 3.96 s; slice thickness 2 mm; interslice gap
1 mm. We collected 648 volumes (across four sessions) per subject. T1-
weighted structural images coregistered with mean EPI images and aver-
aged across subjects to allow group level anatomical localization. Images
were analyzed using the statistical parametric software SMP2 (Wellcome
Department of Imaging Neuroscience London, www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm). Preprocessing consisted of spatial realignment and normalization
to a standard EPI template, and spatial smoothing (8 mm kernel). The
fMRI data were analyzed in an event-related manner using the general
linear model, using the SPM2 statistical analysis software. After discard-
ing the first six image volumes from each run to allow for T1 equilibra-
tion effects, image volumes were realigned and coregistered to each sub-
ject’s structural scan. Subject-specific regressors of interest were
assembled by convolving � functions (corresponding to the time of onset
of the choice pair, for each condition) with a canonical hemodynamic
response function (HRF). We removed low frequency fluctuations by a
high-pass filter with a cutoff at 128 s. A correction for temporal autocor-
relation in the data (AR 1 � white noise) was applied. Parameter esti-
mates were used to calculate the appropriate linear contrast. These con-
trast images were then entered into a one-sample t test across all subjects
(random effects analysis).

The first analysis sought to isolate brain activity correlated with
changes in WTP and WTA. We constructed a general linear model
(GLM) with four main regressors coding for each condition (You_Buy;
You_Sell; Computer_Buy; Computer_Sell). The onset of these regressors
was time locked to the time when the initial message appeared on the
screen. Four trial-by-trial parametric regressors were included for each
condition separately (You_WTP; You_WTA; Computer_WTP; Com-
puter_WTA) that were derived from the prices that subjects stated dur-
ing each transaction. Finally we included six motion parameters and one
regressor of no interest (coding for the evaluate condition). Experimental
conditions were modeled with a boxcar function of 8.5 s (the entire time
in which the condition was on the screen and the subjects were stating
their prices).

The primary aim of our neuroimaging analyses was to identify brain
regions mediating the endowment effect (Fig. 1). To highlight brain areas
in which activity correlated with the magnitude of the price discrepancy
in the buy and sell domains, we constructed a second GLM. As before, the
four categorical regressors coded each condition separately (You_Buy;
You_Sell; Computer_Buy; Computer_Sell). The critical difference was
that in this second GLM the other parametric regressors used to modu-
late the categorical regressors did not encode the WTP and the WTA
themselves. Instead, the parametric regressors encoded the percentage
change in subjects’ prices (or the computer’s price) from the sub-EV for
each specific ticket, in both the buying and selling domain (i.e., �-WTP
and �-WTA). As an example: if a ticket had a maximum payoff of £20
and the sub-EV was £10 and subject WTP � £12; then the percentage
price deviation (�-WTP) was coded as �20%. In contrast if the subject
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price � £8 the percentage price deviation (�-WTP) was coded as �20%.
Finally, as in the first GLM, we included six motion parameters and the
one regressor of no interest (the evaluate condition). Conditions were
again modeled with a boxcar function of 8.5 s.

In all statistical comparisons reported in this study, we identified re-
gions specifically involved in the evaluation process, whose activity cor-
related with either subjects’ stated prices themselves (i.e., WTA or WTP),
or the respective percentage price deviations (�-WTA and �-WTP), by
subtracting out the relevant computer (i.e., control) condition. All the
statistical contrasts calculated for each subject were subsequently taken
to the random effects level to perform a group analysis in line with
established procedures, by means of a one-sample t test (Friston, 1995).

Furthermore we also performed a between subjects analysis as follows:
for each subject the size of the behavioral WTA–WTP disparity was cal-
culated by subtracting the mean selling prices from the mean buying
prices for all the tickets traded during the experiment. A simple correla-
tion analysis was performed to identify voxels in which activity in the
endowment statistical contrast [(You_Sell–You_Buy) � (Comput-
er_Sells–Computer_Buys)] for a given subject directly correlated with
the size of WTA–WTP disparity across the entire experiment.

We report results in a priori regions of interest (striatum, insula, and
orbital and medial prefrontal cortex) motivated by the fact that these are
regions typically identified in neuroimaging studies financial gain evalu-
ation (O’Doherty, 2004; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005; Seymour et al., 2007;
Tom et al., 2007) at p � 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons
(Z � 3.1) (unless otherwise stated) and/or at p � 0.05 small volume
correction for multiple comparison (SVC) using a 8 mm sphere centered
on the peak activity for the a priori regions of interest as reported by
previous studies. Activations in other regions are reported if they survive
whole-brain correction for multiple comparisons at p � 0.05. For display
purposes in this study, statistic images are shown with Z � 2.6 corre-
sponding to p � 0.005. Finally we reported the size of each cluster in
number voxels surviving the statistical threshold of Z � 2.6.

Results
Twenty-five subjects participated in the study, 18 of whom [10
males (mean age 22.2 years � 3.1) 8 females (mean age 24.6
years � 3.5)] were included in the final analysis (see methods).
Before fMRI scanning participants received a deck of lottery tick-
ets whose maximum payoff ranged from £2 to £36, as well as a
cash sum (£36). The fMRI experiment consisted of five pseudo-
randomly presented conditions. “You_Sell” required subjects to
assign a minimum selling price (WTA) for their own lottery tick-
ets. “You_Buy” required subjects to assign a maximum buying
price (WTP) for another deck of lottery tickets. “Computer_Sell”
and “Computer_Buy” conditions involved a computer randomly
selecting a maximum selling or buying price which subjects were
passively required to accept. Additionally, a fifth condition
“You_Evaluate” required subjects to assign a value to a given
ticket without an ensuing transaction. This last condition pro-
vided a means to estimate, for each participant, the subjective
expected value (sub-EV) of a given ticket independent of a sub-
jects’ position in a transaction. Finally, at the end of scanning, one
sell and one buy trial (either “You” or “Computer”) were ran-
domly selected and used to perform an actual economic transac-
tion using the Becker–DeGroot–Marschak (BDM) incentive-
compatible scheme (Becker et al., 1964) (Plassmann et al., 2007)
(see Materials and Methods for more details). At the end of the
experiment, subjects received a real cash payment proportional
to their total winnings calculated by adding together the amount
of cash remaining from the initial endowment, cash earned
through the sale of a ticket, and the amount concealed on the back
of tickets remaining in their possession.

Behavioral data
Critically, we elicited a robust endowment effect reflecting a shift
in reference point arising out of a subjects’ position as buyer or
seller in the market transaction, rather than arising from how
options themselves are framed, as studied previously (De Mar-
tino et al., 2006). At the behavioral level, our findings replicate
between-subjects studies which have shown that there is a sys-
tematic increase in the minimum selling price (WTA) (Fig. 2, red
line), compared with the maximum buying price (WTP) (Fig. 2,
green line) for a ticket (or object) with the same expected payoff
( p � 0.0001 t(17) � 7.47 two-tailed paired t test). Importantly, in
the evaluate condition, which did not involve any transactions,
subjects assigned ticket prices (Fig. 2, yellow line) that fell be-
tween the overall average selling and buying prices, being signif-
icantly different from both (buy-evaluate: p � 0.0001 t(17) � 9.57;
sell-evaluate: p � 0.0001 t(17) � 5.61; two-tailed paired t test).

Imaging data
Subjects performed the task while being scanned using fMRI, a
situation that enabled us to obtain on-line measures of regional
brain activity. Our experimental design enabled us to isolate
brain activity associated with the prices subjects judged tickets to
be worth, for buying (i.e., WTP) and selling (i.e., WTA). For each
condition separately (You_WTP; You_WTA; Computer_WTP;
Computer_WTA), we constructed a vector derived from the
price subjects judged a ticket to be worth on each trial. These
vectors were then convolved with the hemodynamic response
function (HRF) to create parametric regressors of interest. Statis-
tical analysis was performed using the general linear model
(GLM) according to standard procedures (Friston, 1995) (see
detailed Materials and Methods). By performing a linear contrast
over these parametric regressors, we were able to identify brain
regions exhibited a significant correlation between neural activity
and subjects’ stated ticket price (i.e., WTA, or WTP). Impor-
tantly, these contrasts were performed relative to the computer
condition (e.g., You_WTP vs Computer_WTP), so as to isolate
brain regions specifically associated with a value computation
rather than other aspects of the task (e.g., stimulus viewing). Of
note, the computer conditions (WTP and WTA) were identical in
all aspects to the You conditions with the critical difference being
that subjects’ stated prices resulted from an active evaluation
process in the You conditions, but were determined by a cursor in
the Computer conditions (see Materials and Methods).

We initially performed a whole brain SPM analysis to identify
brain regions in which neural activity reflected the price subjects
were willing to pay for lottery tickets (i.e., WTP) (see Materials
and Methods). Activity in medial orbitofrontal cortex (m-OFC:
activity peak: [x � �4, y � 40, z � �16 Z(score) � 4.27; 35 voxels]
p � 0.001 uncorrected and p � 0.05 SVC) showed a significant
correlation with the WTP (Fig. 3a), a finding consistent with a
recent study showing that activity in the same area (m-OFC)
codes for the WTP during the purchase of food by hungry sub-
jects (Plassmann et al., 2007). In contrast, activity in a more lat-
eral portion of OFC correlated with the price subjects assigned to
tickets during selling (WTA) (activity peak: [x � �36, y � 42, z �
�10 Z(score) � 3.33; 24 voxels] p � 0.001 uncorrected and p �
0.05 SVC) (Fig. 3b).

Although activity in these regions (m-OFC and l-OFC) corre-
lated with subjects’ stated prices either during selling or buying
respectively, activity in dorsal striatum alone exhibited an in-
crease in activity during both selling and buying (i.e., WTA and
WTP) (activity peak: [x � 8, y � 12, z � 12 Z(score) � 3.69; 79
voxels] p � 0.001 uncorrected and p � 0.05 SVC) (Fig. 3c). Ac-
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tivity in this region was statistically significant in each condition
independently: WTA (activity peaks [x � �10, y � 22, z � 6
Z(score) � 3.15; 31 voxels] p � 0.001 uncorrected and p � 0.05
SVC and [x � 8, y � 14, z � 12 Z(score) � 2.01; 2 voxels] p � 0.005
uncorrected and p � 0.05 SVC) and WTP (activity peak [x �
�12, y � 14, z � 4 Z(score) � 3.39; 9 voxels] p � 0.001 uncorrected
and p � 0.05 SVC. As WTA and WTP are in fact highly correlated
with the actual ticket EV a similar pattern of correlation was
found when we used the ticket EV, rather than the subjects’ WTA
and WTP, as parametric regressors. Our findings show that when

subjects assign a higher price to a ticket,
during either buying or selling, activity in
OFC and dorsal striatum is greater. In-
deed, neural activity in these regions also
tracked the expected value of lottery tick-
ets (e.g., £1 to £18), suggesting that these
brain areas code value in an absolute man-
ner (i.e., independent of a reference
point).

Our critical neuroimaging analysis,
however, sought to identify brain areas in
which neural activity correlated with the
magnitude of shift in value between the
buy and sell domains in accord with the
behavioral effect we elicited (i.e., endow-
ment effect), a parameter of a reference
dependent valuation. Importantly, sub-
jects exhibited a high degree of variability
in the prices assigned to each ticket such
that the magnitude of the percentage devi-
ation of the WTA or WTP from the
sub-EV (i.e., �-WTA and �-WTP)
showed trial-to-trial fluctuations (Fig. 2b).
We therefore included four regressors (�-
WTA and �-WTP for both You and Com-
puter) in our general linear model, coding
for trial-by-trial percentage price devia-
tions from the respective sub-EV (calcu-
lated on the basis of the evaluation tickets).
Notably, although the real expected ticket
value (ticket-EV) was usually close to
sub-EV we used the latter to calculate the
percentage deviation seen for selling or
buying prices. Indeed, using the sub-EV,
rather than the ticket-EV, is advantageous
as it controls for a well described distortion
of outcome probability and general risk at-
titude (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979).

We reasoned that a brain region that
plays a central role in mediating the en-
dowment effect (i.e., the WTA–WTP dis-
parity) should exhibit greater activity on a
given trial when a subject assigns a higher
price in the sell domain (i.e., increase in
�-WTA), or a lower price in the buy do-
main (i.e., decrease �-WTP). Hence, our
critical contrasts sought to identify brain
areas in which activity followed this pre-
scribed pattern in our trial-by-trial para-
metric analysis (Fig. 2b). Note that to iso-
late brain regions specifically associated
with a value computation arising from a
shift in reference point we again sub-

tracted out nonspecific activity correlated with increasing selling
and decreasing buying prices in the computer condition.

Bilateral ventral striatum showed a pattern of activity consis-
tent with the behavioral effect elicited by our task (i.e., WTA–
WTP disparity), positively correlating with an increase in selling
prices (i.e., increase in �-WTA) and a reduction in buying prices
(i.e., decrease in �-WTP), an effect expressed solely when sub-
jects themselves were agents in the evaluation process (i.e., when
activity from the computer conditions was subtracted out). Im-
portantly, activation in OFC did not correlate, even at a liberal

Figure 2. Behavioral results. a, This graph shows the prices assigned to each ticket during the scanning phase, averaged across
all subjects (n � 18). The ticket expected value (EV) is represented on the x-axis and the subjects’ prices are on the y-axis. The
minimum buying prices (WTP, green line) are significantly lower than the maximum selling price (WTA, red line) (see Results). The
yellow line represents the evaluation prices that were used to calculate the subjective ticket EV (sub-EV). For display purposes a
dotted line represents the prices for a ticket with an EV of £16. Note that in the figure the buying tickets are represented in green
and the selling tickets in red; in the actual experiment each subject selected a ticket color during the endowment phase. b, This
graph represents the trial-by-trial (x-axis) percentage (%) deviation from the sub-EV for a subject’s stated selling price on a given
trial: (�-WTA red dots) and a subject’s stated buying price on a given trial: (�-WTP green dots) tickets ( y-axis). The two arrows
represent the within-subjects fMRI analysis that identifies areas correlated with an increase in �-WTA price and a decrease in
�-WTP.
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threshold of p � 0.01 uncorrected, with
the �-WTP or �-WTA, in line with the
conclusion that this region implements
reference-independent computations (see
above). By examining correlations in the
interaction contrast [(�-WTA_You �
�-WTP_You) � [(�-WTA_Computer �
�-WTP_Computer)] we confirmed ven-
tral striatal activity was not driven selec-
tively by either the buy or sell condition,
but by both conditions together (activity
peaks: [x � 26, y � 14, z � 0 Z(score) � 3.56
62 voxels] p � 0.001 uncorrected and p �
0.05 SVC [x � �28, y � �6, z � �4
Z(score) � 2.94 35 voxels]; [x � �16, y � 6,
z � 8 Z(score) � 2.86 14 voxels] p � 0.005
uncorrected and p � 0.05 SVC) (Fig. 4).
This region, therefore, correlated signifi-
cantly with increasing prices in the selling
condition (i.e., increase in �-WTA) (activ-
ity peak: [x � 26, y � 14, z � 0 Z(score) �
3.57 26 voxels] p � 0.001 uncorrected and
p � 0.05 SVC), and decreasing prices in
the buying condition (i.e., decrease in
�-WTP) (activity peak: [x � 24, y � 20,
z � �6 Z(score) � 3.36 15 voxels] p � 0.001
uncorrected and p � 0.05 SVC). Impor-
tantly, activity in the ventral striatum, in
contrast with dorsal striatum, did not cor-
relate, even at a liberal threshold of p �
0.01 uncorrected, either with the WTP or
WTA nor with the ticket-EV. These data,
therefore, indicate that the ventral stria-
tum implements a value computation that
is indexed relative to a reference point
(namely the deviation from the sub-EV),
contingent on a subject’s position in the economic transaction,
rather coding for the ticket value per se (i.e., the WTP/WTA or
ticket-EV).

We also identified increased bilateral anterior insula activity
in this key interaction contrast (Fig. 4c): right insula (activity
peaks: [x � 50, y � 12, z � �6 Z(score) � 3.07 168 voxels] p �
0.005 uncorrected and p � 0.05 SVC) and left insula [x � �54,
y � 20, z � �2 Z(score) � 3.69 168 voxels] p � 0.001 uncorrected
and p � 0.05 SVC). In contrast to the ventral striatum, neural
activity in insula correlated only with decreasing prices in the
buying condition (i.e., decrease in �-WTP) and not with increas-
ing prices in the selling condition (i.e., increase in �-WTA). The
variant pattern of activity exhibited by ventral striatum and in-
sula suggests that these two regions compute different types of
signals which may reflect a reward prediction error signal (PE)
and risk prediction error signal (r-PE), respectively (see
Discussion).

We next reasoned that if the striatum plays a role in tracking
the changes in value according with the subject’s role in the trans-
action (i.e., WTP and WTA price discrepancy), then subjects who
showed a larger WTA–WTP discrepancy, over the course of the
experiment (i.e., larger endowment effect), should exhibit a
tighter coupling between trial-by-trial striatal activity and price
discrepancy. To assess this, we performed a between-subjects
analysis using the statistical contrast described previously [(�-
WTA_You � �-WTP_You) � [(�-WTA_Computer �
�-WTP_Computer)]. Using each subject’s overall susceptibility

to the endowment manipulation as a between subject statistical
regressor, we observed a significant correlation in ventral stria-
tum with this measure: [left: x � �14, y � 10, z � �6 Z(score) �
3.88 116 voxels] [right: x � 18, y � 4, z � �6 Z(score) � 2.94] p �
0.005 uncorrected and p � 0.05 SVC; 5 voxels; [right: x � 18, y �
4, z � 10 Z(score) � 3.04; 55 voxels] p � 0.001 uncorrected and p �
0.05 SVC) (Fig. 5). Thus, activity in ventral striatum not only
tracked a price discrepancy on a trial-by-trial basis but also pre-
dicted on individual subjects’ basis the magnitude of behavioral
shift arising from the manipulation of the reference point during
the experiment.

Discussion
In this study we used fMRI and an economic exchange paradigm
to dissociate between brain regions in which activity reflected a
reference independent computation (i.e., increase in WTA,
WTP), as opposed to a reference dependent value computation
(i.e., correlation with �-WTA, �-WTP). We found that whereas
activity in OFC and dorsal striatum was positively correlated with
subjects’ stated price, and also ticket-EV, activity in ventral stria-
tum indexed price distortions during buying (�-WTP) and sell-
ing (�-WTA). Our results reveal a neural correlate of reference-
dependent value computation, which suggests a specific role for
the ventral striatum in computing value relative to a reference
point, a key variable in the generation of the endowment effect.

One interesting finding in our data was that neural activity in
OFC tracks the incentive value of lottery tickets. This result is in

Figure 3. fMRI results: Parametric correlation with WTA and WTP. a shows a positive correlation between WTP and activity in
m-OFC [x ��4, y � 40, z ��16 (Z(score) � 4.27) in a coronal and sagittal plane. b shows a positive correlation between BOLD
signal and WTA with activity in left-OFC [x � �36, y � 42, z � �10 (Z(score) � 3.33) in a coronal and sagittal plane. c shows a
positive correlation between BOLD signal and both WTP and WTA in the right caudate nucleus [x � 8, y � 12, z � 12 (Z(score) �
3.69) in a coronal and sagittal plane. On the right of each panel (a, b, c) is shown the plot of the parameter estimates for each You
condition (i.e., WTP and WTA) subtracted for the baseline conditions (i.e., forced computer conditions, see Materials and Methods
for more details). Note that no error bars are displayed because reported statistical comparisons reflect within-subject effects.
Effects are shown at p � 0.005 for display purposes.
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line with evidence that neurons in the OFC encode the incentive
value of the stimuli at the time of decision making (Wallis and
Miller, 2003; Roesch and Olson, 2004; Padoa-Schioppa and
Assad, 2006; Wallis, 2007; Rolls et al., 2008), and perform
reference-independent value computations (e.g., expected value
of option). For instance, a recent fMRI study (Plassmann et al.,
2007) reported that BOLD activity in the medial OFC shows a
positive correlation with the price hungry subjects were willing to
pay for items of food (WTP). Our findings not only replicate this
earlier finding in relation to a primary reinforcer (Plassmann et
al., 2007), but also provide evidence that dissociable regions of
the OFC (i.e., medial for WTP and lateral for WTA) play a role in
buying and selling for secondary reinforcers such as money. We
note, a recent report (Hare et al., 2008) showing that although
activity in m-OFC correlates with the WTP, it does not reflect the
actual item price. Conversely activity in l-OFC in this study (Hare
et al., 2008) was found to track the actual price of the item. An
interpretation of our findings that would reconcile these latter
findings is that subjects may be engaged in a computation of loss
during WTA elicitation, reflected in a price-like signal in l-OFC
(Hare et al. 2008), rather than a cost-benefit trade-off signal ap-
parent in m-OFC during WTP elicitation. Indeed, this interpre-
tation of our data dovetails with a psychological framework
within Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), which

suggests that transactions are perceived as
a potential loss from the perspective of the
seller.

An interesting question concerns the
role of the OFC in reference-dependent
value computation. A recent study found
that a value signal encoded by neurons in
monkeys’ OFC is invariant for changes in
the choice menu (Padoa-Schioppa and
Assad, 2008). In other words, the repre-
sentation of value encoded by this neuron
population is stable and not relative to the
other available options. Although our
findings clearly support this hypothesis, it
should be noted that other studies (Trem-
blay and Schultz, 1999; Elliott et al., 2008)
report OFC neurons encode the value of
an option relative to available alternative
choices, rather than in absolute manner.

In our experiment, neural activity in
dorsal striatum (i.e., caudate nucleus), like
the OFC, tracked both the actual price
subjects assigned to tickets (WTP, WTA),
and ticket-EV, measures that are in fact
highly correlated. In contrast to the OFC,
activity in a single region of dorsal stria-
tum mirrored subjects’ prices during both
buying and selling, suggesting a more ge-
neric role in reference-independent value
computation. Activity in the dorsal stria-
tum has been found to be responsive to the
presence, and magnitude, of expected fu-
ture reward (O’Doherty et al., 2002;
Cromwell and Schultz, 2003; Delgado et
al., 2003), particularly in situations in
which the reward is contingent on the ex-
ecution of an action (O’Doherty et al.,
2004; Tricomi et al., 2004). In our study,
activity specifically represented subjects’

stated price, during active evaluation (You conditions) as op-
posed to passive evaluation (Computer conditions), in both buy-
ing (WTP) and selling (WTA) conditions. Our results, therefore,
support the view that the dorsal striatum participates in value
computations primarily when this computation is directly rele-
vant to action selection (Balleine et al., 2007).

Although our findings provide evidence that brain regions
such as the OFC and dorsal striatum encode microeconomic pa-
rameters (e.g., EV) by computing reference-independent value,
the primary aim of our study was to characterize the neural un-
derpinnings of the computation of reference-dependent value. At
a behavioral level, we demonstrated a robust endowment effect
(i.e., WTP � WTA), whereby subjects assigned significantly dif-
ferent values to identical options (i.e., lottery tickets), depending
on the reference point from which they viewed the transaction
(i.e., as owner or purchase of the ticket). Critically, activity in
ventral striatum, during both buying and selling, tracked on a
trial-by-trial basis the magnitude to which a subject’s stated price
deviated from the price assigned during “neutral” conditions
(i.e., evaluate condition: sub-EV). Strikingly, activity within ven-
tral striatum predicted price deviations (i.e., from sub-EV)
within a subject on a trial-by-trial basis, but also explained a
significant degree of between-subject variability in the size of
endowment effect measured.

Figure 4. a– c, fMRI results: parametric correlation with �-WTA and �-WTP. Striatal activations correlated with an increase
in subjects’ selling prices (�-WTA) and a decrease in subjects’ buying prices (�-WTP) in reference to the evaluate condition (a, b).
Although insula activation specifically correlates with a decrease in subjects’ buying prices (�-WTP) in reference to the evaluate
condition but not change in the selling condition (c). To identify brain areas specifically associated with the endowment effect,
regions in which activity correlated with increasing selling and decreasing buying prices in the computer condition were sub-
tracted out in this comparison (see Materials and Methods). a shows BOLD activation in anterior right striatum [x � 26, y � 14,
z � 0] (Z score � 3.56) in a coronal and sagittal plane. b shows activity in the posterior left striatum [x � �28, y � �6, z �
�4] (Z score � 2.94) in a coronal and sagittal plane. c shows activity in left insula [x ��54, y � 20, z ��2] (on the left) and
in right insula [x � 50, y � 12, z � �6] (on the right) in a coronal plane. On the right of each panel (a– c) is shown the plot of
the parameter estimates for each You condition (i.e., WTP and WTA) subtracted for the baseline conditions (i.e., forced computer
conditions; see Materials and Methods for more details). Note that no error bars are displayed because reported statistical
comparisons reflect within-subject effects. Effects are shown at p � 0.005 for display purposes.
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Several recent neuroimaging studies
using financial decision making tasks
provide evidence that the human stria-
tum computes several microeconomics
parameters of anticipated gains (e.g., ex-
pected value, magnitude and probability
of a gamble) (Yacubian et al., 2006; To-
bler et al., 2007). Here, we show that ac-
tivity in ventral striatum reflects a com-
putation of value indexed relative to a
reference point (namely the deviation
from the sub-EV), which changes ac-
cording to the role of the subject in the
transaction (i.e., buyer vs seller). Market
transactions, in contrast to experimental
settings in which a given stimulus pre-
dicts an expected gain, require neural
computations of value to incorporate a
trade-off between the cost of the item
and its expected value, rather than sim-
ply the magnitude of an expected gain.
As such, our findings indicate that dur-
ing market exchanges this value compu-
tation is dynamically configured with re-
spect to a subjects’ role as a buyer or
seller as predicted by prospect theory
(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), perhaps indicating that activ-
ity in ventral striatum may reflect a psychological tendency
toward loss aversion (Seymour et al., 2007).

A key issue concerns the exact neural mechanisms under-
pinning the computation of reference-dependent value in the
ventral striatum. Although our data cannot provide a definite
answer to this question, it is important to note that the pattern
of ventral striatal activity we highlight dovetails with recent
data suggesting that ventral striatal responses to financial out-
comes reflect a prediction-error signal (PE) rather than a goal
value signal (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005; Yacubian et al., 2006;
Hare et al., 2008). To have an efficient estimation of value it is
required that the computation of reward magnitude is scaled
in relation to a predicted magnitude (Tobler et al., 2005) or
that the value of a current event is computed in relation to an
event that has not happened yet (Montague and Berns, 2002).
More specifically, the ability to calibrate or scale the value
signal on a set reference point has been thought to reflect the
dynamic by which neuron firing is normalized across inputs
(Seymour and McClure, 2008), a dynamic that has been well
documented in vision research (Adler et al., 1993).

Whereas activity in ventral striatum robustly correlated
with increases in �-WTA and decreases in �WTP, insula ac-
tivity selectively correlated with increases in �-WTA (but not
decreases in �-WTP). This suggests that although the pattern
of striatal activity is consistent with a reward prediction error
(PE) signal, the pattern of activity in the insula may instead
reflect a risk prediction error signal (r-PE) (Preuschoff and
Bossaerts, 2007) that is referenced to the position of the sub-
ject either as seller or buyer. More precisely, when subjects
have the opportunity to buy a lottery ticket (i.e., WTP condi-
tion) they start from a risk-free condition (i.e., cash endow-
ment) and have the possibility of ending up in a situation of
risk (i.e., as a participant in the BDM mechanism). Con-
versely, in the selling condition, subjects’ initial position is
inherently risky (i.e., in possession of a lottery ticket) which
does not change even if they endeavor to sell the ticket as this

necessarily also involves a situation of risk (i.e., BDM mecha-
nism). Hence a change in r-PE is predicted only in the buying,
but not in the selling condition. Our behavioral results pro-
vide support for the interpretation that the insula cortex may
compute a r-PE that also affects subjects’ pricing strategy dur-
ing the endowment effect task. A closer inspection of the trial-
by-trial behavioral results (Fig. 2b) shows that in the selling
condition (i.e., WTA, red diamonds in the figure) subjects
tend to adopt a more risky price strategy than in the buying
condition. In the selling condition, subjects sometimes chose
to state a WTA lower than the sub-EV, although they tended in
general to state a price higher than the sub-EV (i.e., in line with
the endowment effect). In the buying condition, however,
subjects very rarely stated a price (i.e., WTP) above the sub-
EV, consistent with their status-quo risk-free position. As such
our results are consistent with a framework wherein the insula
encodes an r-PE signal (Preuschoff and Bossaerts, 2007),
which may entail a reference-based evaluation of risk during
the endowment effect.

It is worth mentioning two relevant recent fMRI studies (We-
ber et al., 2007; Knutson et al., 2008) that sought to investigate the
neural basis of the endowment effect (i.e., the WTA–WTP dis-
parity). It should be noted that neither of these studies elicited a
“within subjects” behavioral endowment effect while the subjects
were scanned. For example, Knutson and collaborators used a set
of consumer goods to estimate a measure of the indifference
point for selling and buying at a between subjects level (Knutson
et al., 2008). A severe limitation of this design in claiming to speak
to the neural basis of endowment effect is the necessity to use
indirect estimates, as between subjects or postscanning estimates,
of the WTP–WTA disparity.

We argue that our study improves on the design of these
previous studies in several respects. First, our within subjects
experimental design and choice of fully matched goods in both
conditions with a quantifiable expected value (i.e., lottery
tickets as opposed to consumer goods) allowed us to directly
measure the BOLD correlates with the neural computation

Figure 5. WTA–WTP disparity across subjects. Statistical map of striatal activity ([left: x ��14, y � 10, z ��6] [right: x �
18, y � 4, z � �6; x � 18, y � 4, z � 10] showing the results of the between-subjects analysis: subjects who showed a larger
WTA–WTP discrepancy over the course of the experiment (i.e., larger endowment effect) exhibited a tighter coupling between
trial-by-trial striatal activity and price discrepancy in both buying and selling domains. Effect are shown at p � 0.005 for display
purposes. The graph shows the significant (r � 0.67; p � 0.005) correlation between the BOLD activity (parameter estimates:
y-axis) in the left ventral striatum (SPM images) and the size of WTA–WTP disparity (x-axis) for each individual subject (black
diamonds).
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associated with the WTA–WTP discrepancy during the actual
fMRI scanning. On the contrary, indirect estimates that were
not obtained at the time of scanning (e.g., “between subjects”
or “postscan estimates”) (Knutson et al., 2008) used in the
previous studies may have little relation with neural compu-
tations that the subjects performed at the time of the acquisi-
tion of the fMRI signal. In contrast, our study allowed us to
identify brain regions in which activity predicts the magnitude
of a price discrepancy at actual time of behavioral choice.
Second, our experimental design, but not those of Knutson
and Weber (Weber et al., 2007; Knutson et al., 2008), included
a tightly matched control conditions (“computer”), to ensure
that brain activations were specific to the evaluative process,
rather than reflective of nonspecific differences engendered
between buying and selling.

How value is encoded in the brain remains a key question in
neuroscience (Dayan and Abbott, 2001; Montague et al., 2006;
Rangel et al., 2008), microeconomics (Glimcher and Rustichini,
2004; Camerer et al., 2005), reinforcement learning (Barto and
Sutton, 1998) and animal behavior (Dickinson and Balleine,
1994; Schultz, 2004). From an evolutionary standpoint, it would
seem advantageous to maintain a stable representation of a
good’s value that does not vary as a function of the available
alternatives, or the relationship of the decision-maker to the item
(cf. endowment effect). Complementary reference-dependent
value computations (Koszegi and Rabin, 2006), however, may
also have an important adaptive role in the social environment
(De Martino et al., 2008), as well as perhaps reflecting inherent
constraints of computational neural systems (Seymour and
McClure, 2008).

Although much research has been conducted into the neu-
ral basis of reference-independent value computations, here
we focus on the neural underpinnings of reference-dependent
value computations. We show that the OFC and dorsal stria-
tum encode goal decision values, which are not modulated by
a subject’s role as buyer or seller in the transaction. Critically,
we were able to isolate reference dependent prediction errors
signals in ventral striatum and insula, which robustly corre-
lated with the magnitude of the behavioral endowment effect.
In the future, it will be of considerable interest to investigate
how reference-dependent and reference-independent value
computations are integrated in the brain to influence behav-
ioral choice.
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